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Port Congestion USWC & ILWU/PMA Update 
 

As you have been reading through our company communications and other resources, the situation at the ocean terminals on the US West 

Coast is bordering on a complete shut-down of service. The reason for this can be summarized in the following areas: 

 

- Larger Ships - The largest ships in the U.S. trades are calling in Southern California. Each vessel call generates 5,000 to more than 

10,000 container moves during the several days a ship is in port, stressing berth, yard and gate operations. 

- Increased Cargo Volumes - Cargo volumes at the port complex through September are running 5 percent higher than the same nine-

month period in 2013, despite a good deal of cargo diversion to other ports, and this unexpected growth is taxing the entire supply 

chain.  

- Carrier Alliances - Alliance partners are spreading out their vessel calls over multiple terminals in Los Angeles-Long Beach, as 

many as five or six creating a logistical nightmare for truckers and cargo interests attempting to match the right chassis with the right 

containers. 

- Chassis shortages - Chassis are scattered all over the harbor, in excess at some terminals and in deficit at others, making it extremely 

difficult for truckers to have the right chassis when the drivers need them to match with the containers that must be moved. 

- Labor Staffing - Congested marine terminals generate hundreds of extra container moves in the yards. Numbers posted on the 

Pacific Maritime Association website indicate employers are paying 20 percent more man-hours compared to last year even though 

cargo volumes in Los Angeles-Long Beach are up only 5 percent. 

- Safety Checks - Impact: The California Trucking Association this fall reported that ILWU mechanics, possibly in line 

with coast-wide contract negotiations, launched a new policy of secondary safety checks on tractors, chassis and 

containers, causing unacceptably long turn times for truckers. 

- Truck Capacity - Federal hours of service restrictions and severe terminal congestion have stressed truck capacity in the harbor 

beyond its breaking point. Drayage companies are turning down pleas from importers to take on new business because the motor 

carriers don’t have enough capacity to handle their existing book of business. 

- Driver shortages – Due to drivers leaving the industry as a result of not being able to turn more than one load a day vs. two or three 

thus driver pay has effectively been reduced by two thirds. 

- Vessel Bunching - Impact: Big ships are being delayed at major gateways around the world because they take longer to be worked. 

When they reach Los Angeles-Long Beach, the terminals are assigning only two or three work gangs alongside the ships, rather than 

five or six, and are using most of the workforce to decongest the yards, further delaying the vessels. 

- Labor Disruption - it is also clear that ILWU labor as has severely slowed down the pace of operations as a result of the 

ILWU/PMA’s inability to reach a contract settlement since July 1
st
. Aside from intentional labor slowdowns, experienced labor has 

not been showing up for work so port equipment is being run by inexperienced labor thus slowing things down further.   

 

ILWU/PMA Negotiations Update - Our resources inside the liner community indicated there are 2 real issues left that are impacting the 

conclusion of a contract being finalized. They are as follows: 

- Maintenance and Repair for Chassis (M&R) - The ILWU wants to control M & R as it will create thousands of ILWU jobs 

providing greater negotiating leverage.  

- Electronic scheduling of labor and resources - The ILWU favors non-electronic scheduling for same reasons above.  

 

***URGENT*** Meanwhile only hours ago the PMA is signaling that they may lock-out the ILWU given their current significant 

decrease in productivity and tactics which are contributing substantially to crippling the West Coast ports. For more information on this 

release please click (here). 

 

While these circumstances are outside anyone’s control, we have and will continue to provide service via Canada (as the congestion has 

eased), and all water service via both the Panama and Suez canals. As well we will continue to keep you updated as the situation further 

develops. 
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